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Intrusion Detection and Analysis

for Active Response

StoneGate
Management Center (SMC)
Security architectures today require
centralized management by a small
group of security professionals in
order to maintain high security levels.
Security solutions need to be
deployed in distributed environments,
and still need to be managed, updated
and maintained by the same small
group of people. The StoneGate solution
offers a Management System that can
manage and maintain thousands of
security enforcement points from one
centralized location, while still enabling
local management to a certain degree.
StoneGate architecture enables
management for the whole security
architecture, including operating
system-level configuration and remote
software upgrades from a single
location. This functionality lowers
the cost of administration, and
improves the Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO) for the whole solution.

StoneGate Management Center (SMC),
can manage all the Stonesoft security
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modules, whether software-based
solutions on Intel hardware or
StoneGate firewall/VPN, VPN, or IPS
appliances. Customers can now utilize all

these technologies to find the best
possible combination to meet their
needs for performance, scalability, and
size of the security budget.
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analyzes suspicious events in-depth,
correlates events with one another to
detect trends and determine their
significance, and drops irrelevant events.
All this improves the quality of event
information and reduces the need for
time-consuming manual analysis.

Active Response
Having the best detection mechanisms is
not enough. Automated response
mechanisms provided by StoneGate IPS

SGI-1000 IPS SensorSGI-100 IPS Sensor

SGI-ANZ IPS Analyzer

SGI-100 IPS Sensor and Analyzer

Flexible and Precise Detection
StoneGate IPS tackles the problem of
precise detection by applying multiple
detection methods, such as protocol
validation and fingerprinting, according
to administrator-defined rules. The
context sensitivity, in the protocol
validation itself as well as in the
fingerprint evaluation, prevents false
positives caused by ”detection” outside
the specific context.

Intelligent Correlation
When analyzing network traffic, some
events can be categorized as either
malicious or harmless. There is, however,
a set of events that are at best
interesting…or even suspicious.
Traditional IDS products have passed all
this information to the administrator for
manual analysis. The StoneGate IPS
Analyzer automates this task.

The StoneGate IPS Analyzer goes
beyond single event detection. It
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The number of security breaches continues to rise at an increasing pace.

New vulnerabilities are found daily and easy-to-use hacking tools are openly

available on the Internet. At the same time, networking solutions are getting

more complex while costs related to security incidents are rising.

Introducing StoneGate IPS (Intrusion Detection and Analysis for

Active Response), which reduces the costs associated with incidents

through faster reaction times and shorter recovery times by providing prompt,

useful, and accurate information. Some harmful or costly events and

incidents can be totally prevented by using active response mechanisms,

significantly reducing security cost.

To date, the main challenge with Intrusion Detection Systems has

been the high number of false positives and false negatives that increase

administrative burden. Organizations are realizing that without

accurate detection, there is no reliable protection.
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will prevent incidents and reduce the
amount of time and effort needed for
full-scale incident handling.

Unified Management
The StoneGate Management Center is
at the core of enterprise security policy
enforcement. StoneGate IPS, the
StoneGate MultiLayer Firewall, and
StoneGate MultiLink VPN are all
seamlessly integrated into the
StoneGate Security Platform.
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